Twenty-three years ago such anti-Catholic papers as "The Menace" and "The Appeal to Reason" were broadcasting prejudice and hate against Catholics and the Catholic Church.

Out of Huntington, Indiana, week after week, came "Our Sunday Visitor." It was the Catholic's answer. Its few pages bristled with Catholic facts—clearly, simply, convincingly stated.

Fair-minded non Catholics liked its temper, applauded its mission in the interest of truth. Catholics themselves found it a timely arsenal of reliable information.

Its circulation jumped week after week until today its pages are as familiar to the Catholic as the church vestibule itself.

The founder (and for many years since, editor) of that powerful little paper was the then Father John F. Noll. Naturally he grew famous throughout the country as journalist and apologist of the Catholic Church.

May 26, ten years ago, he became Bishop of Fort Wayne. You frequently read of his important activities as a leading member of the American hierarchy. But you know and love him best as your own bishop and friend.

You need not be reminded of his unfeigned interest in all the activities of the University. You are aware too of the many favors and courtesies he has shown directly to you.

He has consented to come, a week from next Saturday, and observe here on the campus his Tenth Anniversary in the episcopacy.

At 6:30 on the morning of Saturday, May 26, he will celebrate Mass in the main church. Students of all halls are asked to attend the Mass and receive Holy Communion in a body.

Our of loyalty and gratitude to the Bishop a special Anniversary Novena of Masses and Communions will begin Friday (day after tomorrow) morning.

Blank Novena cards will be distributed to all the halls. Upon one of these list the number of Masses and Communions and periods of Adoration that you offer for the Bishop. Sign your name and drop your novena card—not later than noon, Friday, May 24—into the Pledge Box provided in your hall.

All cards will be collected and counted Friday night. Totals will be inscribed upon a specially-designed Bouquet Card to be presented to the Bishop after his Mass Saturday morning.

Professors, rectors, prefects, and students are cordially asked to join in making this Novena a worthy expression of the affection and esteem in which Bishop Noll is held at Notre Dame.

Out started next Friday morning. Fill out your card before noon, Friday, the 24th.

Good Faith?

A man's word is good as his bond. And Mr. Martin, manager of the Palace Theatre, wrote some weeks ago that he would do everything possible to present only clean shows in South Bend. How valuable is Mr. Martin's bond?
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